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INTRODUCTION 

- 1 -

"Gla66 i6 a 4ema4~able 6ub6~anee, made 

640m ~he 6imple6~ 4aw ma~e4ial6. I~ 

ean be eolou4ed 04 eolOU4le66, monoeh40me 

04 polyeh40me, ~4an6pa4en~ 04 opaque. 

I~ i6 ligh~weigh~, impe4miable ~o liquid, 

4eadily eleaned and 4eu6ed, dU4able 04 

64agile and 06~en ve4Y beau~i6ul. " 

(Vavid F. G406e, "The Hi6~04y 06 Gla66 

The first man-made glass was made by heating a mixture of silica (from 
sand) , lime and an alkali such as soda or potash . Modern glass is still 
made from these same basic ingredients. Lead is often added to produce 
brighter , clearer , crystal glass. Glass is unique in that when it sets 
hard , it retains the random molecular structure of a liquid . It does not 
form interlocking crystals and this is why it shatters when bumped or 
dropped . 

Glass is one of the most difficult subjects to light and photograph effec
tively. Most professional photographers face the problem of photographing 
glass at some stage in their careers. Those who lack patience and expe
rience will not be able to produce an acceptable result. You can however 
create an extremely beautiful image, of a glass object , if you have suf
ficient skill and imagination. 

I have always enjoyed making "pretty pictures". These are photographs 
which' are eye- catching and pleasant to look at. Glass is a subject which 
has a large scope for beauty . I try t o overcome the technical challenge 
of making a glass object look the way I would like it to look. 

I usually take a long time in selecting the right piece or pieces of glass 
for a photograph. I look for objects which have a point of interest or 
a n inherent beauty . Next I consider how I would like the objecL Lo appear 
in the final image. I imagine how I can enhance its qualities with light
ing , selection and addition of colours. I believe that this previsuali
zation is vital, as it helps you to set a goal which you can work towards . 
Many hours are wasted in the studio if you have no concept of how the 
finished photograph should look, I do not treat the previsualized image 
as a law. Sometimes while pursuing a certain result, I notice other more 
effective images . It always pays to explore new concepts and ideas. 
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The time spent experimenting may result in a superior picture. Even if the 
new ideas are unsuccessful, the experience gained will help with future 
attempts. 

My interests gradually progressed from "pretty pictures" to more applied 
photography. I started doing advertising photographs containing glass 
objects . This presented a completely new set of problems to be solved . 
These pictures required a different pattern of thought , as the ir purpose 
is completely different. Advertising photographs are made to sell a pro
duct. Other elements, such as lab s and props, have to be included . I 
now had to light more than just a piece of glass. The glass must still 
be attractive, but the lighting must be co-ordinated so as to illuminate 
other important details. One must often create an atmosphere to help 
promote the product . I found I had to be far more reserved and selective 
in my introduction of colours into these pictures. 

Many people have asked why I concentrate on colour photography. This is 
partly due to necessity, but mostly because of personal preference . I 
find black and white rather boring when photographing glass. Glass needs 
colour to give it a new dimension, which I find lacking in black and white. 
By using colour, I can do more to ensure an attractive result . I use 
Ektachrome 64 professional colour transparency film. The appearance of 
a transparency is, in my opinion , far superior to a colour negative print. 
Transparencies are also preferable if the work is going to be reproduced. 
I get more personal satisfaction from a successful colour photograph. 
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TECHNIQUES FOR PHOTOGRAPHING GLASS 

Photographing glass is a technical, as well as an artistic, exercise. You 
must understand the properties of glass, you need the correct equipment, 
a thorough understanding of lighting, and good photographic knowledge . 

EQUIPMENT 

Although glass can be photogr aphed with many cameras , my personal choice is 
a large format camera. Most of my images are recorded with a four by five 
inch Sinar camera . This is a very versatile camera and it can be adjusted 
to suit almost any studio set-up. The four by five inch format gives 
excellent quality. I generally work with the camera supported on a studio 
stand. 

I use the standard 150mm lens most of t he time . Some professi onals prefer 
to shoot glass with a longer focal lengt h lens, to prevent distor tion . I 
find that if I can avoid or correct dis t ortion, the 150mm lens gives me a 
more acceptable depth of field . I occasionally use a 90mm wide angle lens 
to give fa l se perspective or if greater depth of field i s essential . 

For lighting my photographs , I use up to four flash heads . I normally work 
with Brons Cl71 flashes . They are power ful , have adjustable power, propor
tional modelling lights and a var i ety of useful attachments. As well as 
parabolic reflectors , I use different sized soft boxes, additional diffusing 
screens and various snoots. If you can afford it,a fibre optic attachment 
is a very useful accessory for lighting smaller objects . 

Other accessories I use are refl ectors, black paper and cardboard , colour 
filters for the flasheads, scissors , tape and prestic . I also use sheets 
of various types of glass to support objects . Backdrop rolls , a large 
sheet of translucent perspex and patterned glass are all very good back
grounds. 

LIGHTING 

Before attempting to light glass, you must understand how glass affects 
light. Glass does three things to light : 

It transmits light , 
it reflects light, and 
it refracts or bends light. 

By understanding these three principles, we can use them to light g l ass 
effectively . 
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As glass transmits light, it is sensible to light it from behind. This is 
the most common method of lighting glass and it is used by most photogra
phers. The background is lit and the light which is reflected off of the 
background is transmitted through the glass. You can adjust the lighting 
to make some areas on the background lighter or darker than others. This 
gives a graduated result which can work very well. 

I often use a large sheet of translucent perspex for back-lighting glass. 
I light the perspex from behind so that the light is first diffused by 
the perspex, before being transmitted by the glass . I achieve greater 
control over my lighting by using this method. If I require an evenly 
illuminated background, I use a large soft box as my background. I usually 
add an extra diffusing screen to soften the light and to make it more even. 
Selected areas of the picture can be lit from behind . This can be done 
by placing black paper masks on the lights,or on the perspex. After some 
experimentation, interesting results can be obtained with back-lighting 
glass . 

The ability of glass to reflect light has to be used or avoided carefully . 
If a glass subject is lit from the front, the shape of the light will be 
reflected on the surface of the glass. A light with a parabolic reflector 
will cause bright, round, specular reflections . This is a mistake which 
many photographers make and it can ruin a photograph. It is generally 
best to avoid lighting glass from the front, when possible. 

There are certain circumstances where you are forced to light glass from 
the front. In advertising or any picture which contains other objects 
next to the glass, you may have to light directly . The best solution is 
to use large diffused sources of light. These will form larger, less 
contrasty, reflections. They can be used to good advantage, to emphasize 
the shape of the glass. If there is only a small area of solid matter to 
light, you can often use a small spot light or a flash with a snoot . Make 
sure none of the ligh~ from the spot light, falls on the glass as this will 
cause bright reflections. When using large diffused lights or spots 
experiment to find the best positioning and results. 

Because glass is a denser medium than air, light waves entering it are 
slowed down and thus bend. This a known as refraction and causes lights 
placed above, below , or to the sides of the glass to affect the final 
image. The refracted light often appears to come from within the glass 
itself. Once again experimentation is essential. Only after a lot of 
practice will you learn where to position the light, in order to get the 
refracted l ight where you want it. 

There are several other techniques and tricks, which can be used when 
lighting glass . Many photographs like to rim-light a glass. This creates 
a thin highlight down the sides or top of the glass and helps to emphasize 
its smooth form. One way to achieve this rim-lighting is to mask large 
soft boxes , so that only a thin strip of light is emitted. (SEE DIAGRAM 1) . 
You would put one such light on either side of the glass to get a white 
rim on either side. 

Another method is to use white reflectors to form the rim highlights. The 
lights themselves are kept from shining on the glass by using black card
board. (SEE DIAGRAM 2). The light reflects off of the white reflectors 
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onto the glass, which in return reflects the light towards the camera. 

It is also possible to get a black edge on a glass object. When the subject 
is back-lit from slightly above, the edges will be black. This black rim 
can be enforced by using black reflectors on either side of the glass. A 
black marker pen is also useful for touching up black rims. 

IITenting" is a technique which is occasionally used for lighting glass. A 
light tent, consisting of reflectors and lights is built around the object. 
This technique gives even highlights allover a reflective subject. It can 
also be used when labels or packaging need even lighting, in an advertising 
shot . Usually white light tents are used, although other colours can be 
used. 

Water and other liquids can improve a photograph of a glass. Water makes 
the light refract more and it has a different effect on different types 
of glasses. Some liquid filled vessels will magnify or distort other ob
jects behind them. The liquids in perfume and drink advertisements play 
an important role in the photograph. You often have to cheat a little to 
make the liquid look more attractive. This can be done by altering the 
colour with food colouring. Artificial condensation is often used for 
drink advertisements. A mixture of glycerine and water, sprayed on the 
glass, will improve a beer or a colddrink advertisement. Alternatively, 
the glasses can be chilled to form real condensation. 

A helpful accessory, when lighting glass, is matting spray or dulling 
compound. They can be used to diffuse unwanted specular reflections. 
Hair spray also does this reasonably well. If a reflector is being used 
behind a glass, a thin coating of matting spray, on the back of the glass, 
will make the reflector less obvious . Hair spray also helps glycerine 
and water, to form small droplets on glasses. 

Various types of glass are useful for supporting objects, as well as making 
interesting backgrounds . Plain glass makes an excellent base for most 
glass subjects. A piece of black felt or card below the glass will give 
a mirrored reflection of the subject. With careful back-lighting , you can 
make an object appear to be floating in mid air. Often a glass needs to 
be lit from below , to enhance a pattern or to illuminate a liquid. This 
can be achieved by shining a light, with a snoot, from below the suppor
ting glass . Another alternative is to cut a hole in a piece of black 
paper, and to stick this to the bottom of the supporting glass. The light 
is then shone through the hole to illuminate the subject. 

Patterned or textured glass can improve a back-lit photograph. The sheet 
of patterned glass is supported between the subject and the illuminated 
background. Each type of glass will give a different effect. You can 
also try putting other pieces of glass just behind the patterned glass. 
This will create unsharp, mottled shapes in the background . Sheets of 
patterned glass are most effective when used in conjunction with bright 
colours. 

There are different ways of introducing colour into pictures of glass. 
The method I use most is coloured cellophane sheets and filters. I attach 
the sheets of cellophane to soft boxes to give soft coloured lighting. 
These make good backgrounds which can be altered by using different colours 
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and thicknesses of cellophone . The coloured filters can be used on parabo
lic reflectors , on flashes . These can be shone from above, below or from 
the sides to add coloured highlights to the glass. The refracted coloured 
light will seem to come from within the glass and will emphasize delicate 
patterns. 

Coloured reflectors are another tool for adding colour to glass . They are 
used in the same manner as normal white reflectors . I tape coloured c e llo
phane sheets onto white reflectors, as this gives me a brighter result than 
norma l colour reflectors. I always keep some traces of white in my photo
graphs . Even a small highlight or rim will make the colours more effective. 
A picture of glass, lit purely with coloured light , will look flat or dull . 
The white highlights add sparkle . 

CLEANING 

Because glass is such a smooth substance , the slightest mark will show up 
dramatically. Try to find glasses which are free of bubbles and other flaws . 
If you have to use a faulty glass , position it so th blemish is not visi
ble . I always clean glasses before starting a shoot. Just before shooting 
I clean everything again to ensure that it is all spotless . 

A very soft, fluff-free cloth is best for cleaning most types of glass. All 
traces of dirt or finger-marks must be removed. Water or methylated spirits 
is sometimes needed , especially when stickers and price tags need to be 
removed. Make sure you polish the glass after the water or methylated 
spirits has evaporated , as they tend to leave drying marks on the glass. 

All liquids used in a photograph should also be clean . Water should be 
filtered and then left to stand for several hours . This allows air bubbles 
in the water , to escape . If glass sheets are being used as bas s or back
grounds , they should be clean and free of scratches . All reflectors , lights 
and backgrounds should be as clean as possible . 

CALCULATING EXPOSURE 

Accurate exposure is vital when photographing glass , especially if colour 
transparency film is being used . The manner in which you measure your 
exposure will depend upon your lighting equipment and your light meter. 

I use a Calcuflash meter. Because it has a built-in shutter, it can 
read ambient l ight as well as flash l ight. It is capable of taking reflec
tive readings as well as incident readings. It can also calculate the 
effect of multiple flash, or multiple exposure, which is very useful . A 
probe attachment, giving accurate readings off of the ground glass screen, 
is something I like to use when one is available. 
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When I calculate my exposure, I work backwards. I first find out visually 
what f-stop will give me the correct depth of field. Usually, this is 
between f16 and f32. I then measure my bellows extension and work out how 
much I must compensate . Some of my photographs are extremely close-up, 
needing one or two whole stops compensation. After adding the stop or two 
onto my original f-stop, I read the number next to the total f-stop , off of 
the flash meter's guide ring . This is then the reading which I must get 
on the flash meter. I generally take incident readings. as I find this 
to be the most accurate with transparency film. If the glass is backlit , 
I take a reading t hrough the glass itself. When ther e are solid objects 
included in the shot , I take reflective readings of them as well. I take 
many readings before deciding on my final exposure . 

As Ektachrome 64 is a slow film and I use small apertures , it is often 
necessary to use multiple flash , to get sufficient exposure. I use a 
darkened studio , turn off the modeling light and use open flash . I always 
shoot at l east two sheet of film. If the exposure is not perfect , I can 
push or pull the development of the second sheet of film. When the expo
sure is particularly tricky, I shoot two extra sheets of film, one a 
stop over and one a stop under-exposed. 

When I first started shooting glass , I made a lot of mistakes with exposure. 
As I got used to my equipment and my subject matter , I became more and more 
exact. A year of exper imenting has taught me a great deal . Nowadays, I 
very rarely have to bracket my exposure or alter my development . 
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EXAMPLE 1 

This example was my first successful photograph of glass this year. It was 
simple to shoot , yet I feel it is extremely effective. I made the image 
for beauty ' s sake and not for advertising purposes . I liked the glasses 
because of their pattern, which to me is their main feature . My aim was 
to beautify them and create a "pretty picture" . I foun.d that by placing 
the one glass upside down, a striking composition could be formed . The 
pattern was isolated by coming close . Colour and back-lighting were also 
used to enforce the pattern and the composition . 

The two glasses were resting on a stool. The only lighting was a flash 
with a large soft box , which also served as the backgr ound . I taped two 
different coloured sheet of cellophane onto the soft box and r otated it 
to achieve the design effect . The picture was shot at f16 with a 
standard 150mm lens. Thi s ensured that the g l asses were s harp , but that 
the background remained unsharp . 

The orange and green, work well together in this picture . They combine 
without overshadowing each other. The white diagonal line, not only 
disects the glasses, but also divides the intricate patches of colour 
accenting the pattern . I , personally , find this shot very satisfying. 
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EXAMPLE 2 

This picture relies on a different set of elements. The beauty of the glass 
objects lies in the clean, rounded shapes. This is emphasized by the 
positioning, lighting and colours. I usually only work with one or two 
glass items. Here I have used four. They all go together well due to 
their simple. common curves. The composition is very formal and exact. 
Once again the picture was lit from behind with a large soft box. Black 
reflector cards were used on either side to strengthen the shapes 0 the 
outer glasses. 

The colour is formed with water and food colouring. The pink food colour
ing did not mix well with the water and it tended to settle on top. I 
encouraged this by adding it carefully with an eyedropper. The tall glass 
at the back had a natural tint of its own. This photograph is not as 
full of colour as the last one, but the areas of colour make the glass 
stand out from the background. 

OFTHE 
o 2 /,U G 1999 

TECHN!KON 
FREE STATE 
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EXAMP LI, J 

Th i ~, is a photogcaph of lhe l id of a buLLcl'fl.y c;ha pcd [llaGG .iewel lcey box . 
1'11 C beautiful shupe Qlld Llle irltri cutc ~ipnlcd po \,"tcrn nrc Llle pr·o ])c rLi cG 
wh ic! 1 caught; my eye . IL had to uc l.i.t in :3uch n ','fay il::J to r.mph;)G .b:c Lhc:..;c 
fC;)\ul·es . I manngcd Llll:....:. by u::..:ing br·ieht . vi\)r; lI)t. colours ;11111 hy keeping 
Lh e surround ing oren blocic. TllC rc~;ult 100\(0 olJnosl; artificial , or 
dcrjvcd , liJ{c u pO:..itcrll.aLi.on . \,IJllcn loo](ing at iL, you do !lot ~ec glu:..;:.; , 
y ou ::.;co colour , the butLcrrly ond ;) pllttcrn . The fact LhlJt it i:.; m;:lrlc 
of 17.1;):} ::-. becomes ::;ccondl..lI ... Y to the bC:c:lu-ty of the photOgl~Oph. 

Th e studio so L-up for t hlc pj.cLurc '",as fnirly :::;.lmplc . I cut: ~ black P;)pct'" 
mask , cxac tly the some :..;1:'-'::0 and shupe a ::; Lhe obj cct . The musk \>/<..1::; suppor
ted by ;) clc;)n ::;ilee l of ghl:;:.: and the ilu L terfl'y lOa:; [Ju t on top 0 r I:his. 
Thj:. mnd c it.. pOfjsibJc to l:i.~ht it from below flnd to I<ccp the at,her area::; 
pure .. blacl< . I u:.:icd anI...! [lar.,;h hend w1 [:h a Illcd .i.urn sL~cd ~>()ft bo x • . below Lhc 
0hcc t 0 r glns:5 . I{ollcd up :o; het:d:::: ... 0 [' colou r'cd cc 11oph.:JI'II':: . p l.:lcec1 on th e ::;o.ct 
box I pcov id e e! Lho ::i t) Lur'u Lccl c olours . 'I' ll i n space::; be Lwcc:n Lhc ccl .l.oph.:lnc 
Civc: the Lt"'DCCS of VJh itc in Lhc ()icLurc . I tool< L.he p1cl.ur'c rroll l r,1.i.r'cc tly 
t)bc- v (~ • 

I enjoyed tu lci.n!J th.i.:.,; ~ho1:ogr'aph . It gjlVC me: free , un.l.imiLcd II GC of colour' , 
to enhance ~n already bcal.ltlful picce of glasG , 

• 
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EXAMPLE 4 

This photograph and the one whi c h follows i t , were taken as advertisements. 
They are no longer "pretty pict.Jr e s ll of gla~;s I as their' purpose is to help 
sell a product . The lighting i s more COlllpllcated, because props and labels 
have to be lit as well as the glass . 

Lanzerac Rose is, to Ine, a light, fruity, party wine . It i s very social 
and does not have the formality of a red wine or a dry white wine. It is 
like pink champange without the bubbles . I tried to make the wine look 
bright and cheerful in my photograph . This was done mainly by t he "Jay 
it i s lit and by the emphasis of c olout' . 

By lighting the glass containe r 'Jell , t h e product will l ook more appetizing . 
The lighting I used is sho\m in DIAGRAM THREE . A flash head with a large 
soft box provided the main illuminotion. It lit the le:ft side of the bottle 
ancl provided light for the r e fl cctors . A large refle c to r :filled in the 
righ t side o:f the bottle and a s mall e l' one , above Lhe came ra , brought out 
the gold lettering on the labe l. Spe clally shaped re:flec t ors , carefully 
posi t ioned behind the bottle and the g lass , IllumInated the wine and empha
sized its natura l colour . Th e bac]':g l' o und .'as lit with a f las h , with a 
snoot , toO give the circula r pa tch of light a round t he I ip or g lass . Another 
:flash graduated t he right side o f the backdrop . 

Making the wine l ook like Ro s e" wa" problematic . I reshot the picture 
sever-al ·times before I was sa Li ~-;.ri c d wi th this one. On my f"irst attempt . 
the wine looked like red wine be cause 1" did not use a reflector behind t he 
glass . My second try was even less suc c essful . The glass I was using 
was r'ound and it brought the imag e of t:, e r e flector into sharp focus . like 
a magnifying glass. Even with mat ting spray on the glass the reflecto r 
mad e a small square highlight i n the midd le of the glass . Thi8 s hot with 
the l onger glass is more success ful. As well as using a reflect or , I had 
to water down the wine in the g laos to make it as light as the wine in 
the bottle . I checked thQt the y were e qually bright with a probe attach
ment . 

The c omparatively dull, blue background was chosen to make the pink stand 
out. It makes the wine more prominent and more attractive. This photo
graph shOUld , hopefully, encourage vi e wers to buy t he wine. 
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EXAMPLE 5 

In this photograph, I am advertising a perfume. To do this effectively, 
it is necessary to create an appropriate atmosphere. The photograph must 
have a romantic, effeminate feel to it. I added the sash in the fore
ground and the picture of a lady in the background to help build an at
mosphere. The bottle had to be lit in such a way, as to be eye-catching . 
This would then lead your attention to the product which must also be 
attractive. The box was included to enforce the name of the product and 
the company which makes it. 

Due to the number of elements in the picture, the lighting was complicated 
and it took a long time to set up. DIAGRAM FOUR shows how it was lit. 
A flash with a large soft box on the left was my main light. This, to
gether with a large reflector, curved from the right hand side over t 
the soft box, gave soft, even illumination over the entire shot. This 
reflector was also useful for lighting the reflective, spherical lid. 
Another flash, with a smaller soft box, formed the small specular reflec
tion on the bottle and made the bottle more dominant. My third flash had 
a snoot on it and was below the set. It lit a small reflector, attached 
to the background, behind the bottle. I coloured this reflector with 
pieces of red and yellow c e llophane. This gave the perfume its warm 
colour and also formed the thin red line down the right side of the perfume. 
I darkened the left edge of the bottle with a black marker pen. This 
caused the slight shadow on the box, which prevented the bottle from 
fading into the box. 

I am pleased with this shot and I think it is a success. The warm colours 
lead one into the perfume and the suggestion of the veiled lady make it 
romantic and feminine. 
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EXAMPLE 6 

This last example is of the stained glass windows in The Holy Trinity 
church in Johannesburg. This was made in the Royal Bavarian Stained 
Glass studios in Munich by F . X. Zettler. This work of art is awesomely 
beautiful and irreplaceable. As well as the windows, the Church, with 
its gilded arches, is itself a sight to see . 

This photograph is an exception i n that it was taken on location . No 
flashes were used and I relied completely on natural light. I looked for 
a viewpoint which would do the stained glass windows justice, as well as 
including a little of the architecture. I eventually decided on this 
angle . The camera was fitted with a 90mm wide angle lens, and was point
ing at a 45° angle . The picture included the stained glass windows behind 
the altar and the ceiling directly above it. The two side wal l s are also 
just coming into the picture. The wide ang l e l ens distorted the windows 
and give the whole building a rounded , dome-like , appearance. 

Due to their value, the glass is protected on the outside with hailproof
ing . This consists of metal grids, which unfortunately show up when the 
sunlight is bright or direct . I waited till the sun was behind me , be
fore taking the picture. The interior of the church was fairly dim and I 
needed a one minute exposure at f16. I bracketed my exposure, as I was 
not sure how accurate my readings were. 

Being in a church by oneself is , to me, a very relaxing, soul restoring, 
experience . I enjoyed making this photograph , as I was able to work in a 
different , more peacefu l environment, with a far larger sub.iect . Instead 
of bringing my subject into the studio , my camera and I went into the 
subject. 
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Gta~~wa~e eatt~ nO~ pat~enee and 

w~tt~ngne~~ to expe~~ment w~th 

d~66e~ent objeet~, t~ght~ng, eotou~~, 

a~~angement~ and expo~u~e. The 

~e~utt~ a~e wett wo~th the 

e66o~t, and that ~~ Qtea~ a~ 

Q~y~tat to photog~aphe~~ who 

nOQU~ on ~pa~Qt~ng gta~~wa~e. 

(PSA Jou~nat Jan. 7974) 

During the past year I have done a great deal of experimentation and research 
in photographi ng glass. Occasionally I have become frustrated or tired of 
gl ass , but on the whole it has been interesting and good for me, as a photo
grapher. I have learnt a great deal about photographing glass and I feel 
confident that I can handle almost any glass assignment given to me in the 
future. 
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